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Abstract

Over 60 years of continuous research and design of pin-jointed prestressable structures -known as
tensegrity systems- has little helped neglecting many of their difficulties and fascinations. Despite
prior literature and efforts acknowledging their role in the future of structural systems (Sultan [19]),
we encounter limited availability of interactive toolsets for designing tensegrity: often with tedious
procedures embedded in their resolution. Worsening, restriction in terms of simultaneous design’s
topology and design optimization (Hernàndez and Mirats [8]) aggravated by lacking of effective
means to automate manufacturing and specially assembly of such systems, have greatly disrupted and
cornered their current applicability. In hands of building masters and researchers seeking for
unparalleled weightless, deployable and scalable systems, nowadays tensegrity still set aside of most
possible applications. We present results of unprecedented processes that extends tensegrity systems
applicability.

Employing a novel approach to design topology and optimization of arbitrary tensegrity system, and
developing means to automatically design and manufacture such a system, we developed a suspended
pavilion resembling a sculpted cloud. Recollecting a fictional flying “machine”, or a membrane
spanning across the west side balcony, we invite visitors to explore the future applicability for
tensegrity systems.

Taking advantage of its inherently embedded properties, lightweight, transportability, material-
economy, easy free-form customization and manufacture/assembly -both expanded within our
research- and where requested kinetically activated, we believe such model of tensegrity system is a
key element towards structural performing envelope systems of the future. We present our findings,
analyzing main construction processes and challenges further suggesting future scenarios of relevance.

Keywords: tensegrity, lightweight, form-finding, biomimetics, exo-scheletal system, morphology,
membrane structure, 3D printing, rapid prototyping.
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1. Introduction

The man who coined the term “tensegrity” -R. Buckminster Fuller- defined tensegrity those systems

with tensile integrity structure. Snelson -the formal inventor (1948)- adopted instead a more exotic

formulation, defining them such as "floating compression" or "endoskeletal prestressed structures",

lately acknowledging like in Hanaor’s generalization, also those systems with touching struts

configurations. Interestingly Calladine (Calladine [2]) pointed out the theoretical acknowledgment

back to an exception in the general formulation for stiffness’s frame anticipated by Clerk Maxwell

(1864). Since then, numerous classification of tensegrity have been formulated, being difficult

isolating certain instead of others. Nevertheless at Motro goes the merit to disengage the concept of

extended definition from the patent based. We will not analyze further notions, adhering to the

extended definition Motro gave: “Tensegrity system is a system in stable self-equilibrated state

comprising a discontinuous set of components inside a continuum of tensioned components”.

Tensegrity has demonstrated great properties. Among the most relevant ones, we would like to recall

their scalability, their unparalleled lightweight and material efficiency. With their intrinsic

deployability they gained a central role among deployable structures for space applications. To

mention one: NASA has recently started a project using tensegrity as landing device for scientific

space missions. To understand the importance for future generation of lightweight structures, Adriaan

Beukers in his beautiful book “Lightness. The Inevitable Renaissance of Minimum Energy Structures”

extensively discussed their history, development, challenges and future. In such light, in search for

greater efficiency and multi-functional systems, tensegrity since long dominates the run of systems

candidate to have a major role in future technology.

In the last four decades powerful analytical and numerical approaches have largely disentangle

problems rising with most known tensegrities. We obligatory defer such broader discussions to Sultan

(Sultan [19]) and other authors` work. However we would like to mention the vast inspiring

investigation over the years: from static behavior (Hernàndez and Mirats [8]) to the dynamic response

(Mirats and Hernàndez [13]); from the deployable configurability and dynamic control (Mirats and

Hernàndez [13]; Adam and Smith [1]) to the form finding design (Chandana et al. [4]) and design

optimization (Masic et al. [12]) ; from biological similarities in modeling natural organism (Ingber [9])

to structural-material efficiency (Lieber [10]).

Compared to established lightweight structures such as traditional trusses structures, tensegrity has

indeed posed farther challenges, cornering them from widespread applicability. Among their

complexities -widely discussed in past literature- we would like to remember few key problems, for us

central in the development of what follows. We found that methods to design and form-finding such

structures, supported by manufacturing and assembly processes, are needed achievements to further

progress the applicability of future tensegrities.

Before to deepen into our findings we would like first to explicit the principle underneath the

functioning of such system. Keeping in mind the distinction operated by Hanaor of pin-jointed

skeletal structures composed of bar and cables, within two major classes: not prestressable (statically

determinate structure and mechanism) and prestressable (trusses structure and precisely tensegrity).

As a result of studies initiated by Kenner first, then Calladine and later Hanaor, tensegrity stiffness

depends on the state of selfstress -or prestress- keeping the integrity of the structural system from

falling apart. Negligible masses and force fields acting at the nodes of the system do not influence
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their state of internal equilibrium either their stability. Therefore they do not require in general the

presence of external forces (e.g. gravity) or specifically any physical environment for the self-

equilibrium (later mentioned within the concept of close system) being stable in any position and

geometrically scalable. Deformability of elements in tension causes loss in stiffness of the system: as

consequence higher is the prestress applied, higher is the stiffness of the system in response to

external actions (Motro et al. [14] ). Those aspects have particular relevance because the resolution of

the prestressability is one of the primary concerns –and major challenges- in the process of form

finding. Extensive results in the theory of rigidity and stability of frameworks have being achieved by

Connelly (1980) (Connelly [5]), Roth and Whiteley (1981) (Roth and Whiteley [17]) with definitions

of new classes of mathematical objects called “tensegrity frameworks”, further extended by the use of

recent symbolical computational programs such as Wolfram Mathematica.

Figure 1: Tensegrity examples. Needle Tower, Snelson. Flemons model. Geodetic tensegrity dome.

Limiting ourselves to the representative work of Motro, we necessary defer a more complete history

of methods and achievements of resolving tensegrity to others` work. Motro (1984) initiated

numerical form finding using dynamic relaxation methods applied to arbitrary initial geometries for

feasible regions of irregular equilibrated tensegrity configurations. The methodology requires

integration of a set of equations till convergence of the numerical process, towards optimized

configurations. Advances has more recently made use of iterative process of member’s addition on

initial simple cell, researching stable solutions (self-stressed and self-equilibrated) and minimizing the

energy of the system. For us it is important to notice that limitations occurs in driving the design

output and the necessity of “mounting struts” that geometrically locate in space the nodes throughout

the assembling (Motro [15]).

In what follows we lead the attention to results we obtained adopting a methodology outlined in prior

work at the IASS 2010 Shanghai (Campesato [3]). Our approach centers on integrating design

topology (form finding innovative configurations) and optimization topology (optimizing an existing

one) within a unique design step, using a combination of two software toolsets. Briefly, the input

geometry is engineered into a sounding tensegrity system containing all the requirements for fast
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construction and assembly. We made use of a Rhino script plugin -that enable the transition from a

desired model to a proto-topology input- and a standalone tailored software toolsets for the

optimization.

In what follows we shortly introduce our operative process, from design to manufacturing, recalling

few principles and processes intimately related to the software toolsets employed. We will make use

of terms that could slightly differ from others author’s definition. We will introduce such

fundamentals in “Foundation” (session 2.1), further extrapolating in “Design framework” (session 2.2).

Departing from the current stage of our development, we will present results and further investigations

(session 4).

2. Concepts and methods

2.1. Foundation

We define tensegrity a close system, based on an arbitrary discontinuous pattern of elements

separately in tension and in compression, jointed in connectivity networks of distributed nodes. It is

important to stress that such system belong somehow to the class of minimal systems. In it each

element together with the others and without any overabundant element guarantees the stability and

integrity of the whole, in self-sufficiency and self-equilibrated dependency, freeing the equilibrium

from influences of external force such as gravity. Many like to compare the functionality of such

system to natural system such as skeletal-muscular apparatus or macro-structure of inorganic

components. For simplicity our understanding of tensegrity acknowledges their discrete and

systematic structure, as ensemble of discontinuous (regular or irregular if reinterpreting the definition

given by Motro in 1992 concerning the assembling methods of basic module), ordered (systematic

connective pattern), and finite (a finite number of members in compression or in tension) collection of

elements linearly behaving.

The importance of keenly designing such connectivity network -hence the relation among members in

tension and compression- is fundamental in seeking easy solutions for manufacture and assembly, not

mentioning the structural stability.

2.1.1. Problem’s formulation and design strategy

The problem is presented as a design and optimization task, where given the initial topology to form-

find we search for an optimum solution structurally stable and close enough to the intended design

input within a narrowed landscape of feasible solutions.

Undergoing a process of meshing tessellation of the arbitrary input geometry, the envelop is codified

into a so called abstract topology. Such, together with the physical environment description -set of

force fields and shape constraints acting on the nodes of the initial configuration- is computed taking

into consideration the objective functions that aim to optimize stresses and form-fitting parameters. At

the end of an incremental process of convergence -from initial proto-topology to proto-configuration-

it is possible to achieve an optimized topology and configuration that fully describe the final structure

of our desired design. As necessity the seeding topology generated in the conceptualization process

already contain a standard protocol to codifying the assembling elements, how implicitly suggested by

Pugh (Pugh [16]). Such abstract blueprint will be inherited by the incremental stages during the
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optimization process, allowing a straightforward manufacturing procedure and assembly of virtually

any arbitrary design.

The whole process of design consist therefore in two stages: first design a free-form envelop and

translate it into a network protocol of elements based on a known tensegrity unit. Second, input such

proto-typology into the toolsets we create, specifying shape constraints, physical environment,

maximum element size or material properties such as maximum elements` strength. Finally an

incremental optimization bring the proto-topology toward the final configuration.

2. 1.2 Design aims and biomimetics conjecture

The design process has been developed to free creative experimentation from form limitations on

established design of tensegrity systems.

The inherent ability of such systems to contain within the envelop itself the whole structural

framework needed for the stability, enable to achieve large scale structures with little weight.

Moreover, compare to other structural system, such opportunity allows studying alternative strategies

in manufacturing and assembling during the production phase. In detail we adopted a tensional

network made by a 250 micron polyethylene membrane precisely cut and shaped where requested,

and a compressive network of bar jointed to the membrane where needed. Unfortunately the

polyethylene film used, poorly performed under stress. Such inconvenience had forced us to redesign

the pavilion at a smaller scale, to quickly accommodate a running production within the time frame

left -one week- and with the readily available machines such as a CTO630 vinyl-cutter (later

discussed). Summarizing, where other systems need costly and intricate processes to move from idea

to design, implementation and manufacturing, our approach to tensegrity design allows a ready-to-

build design. Additionally such approach favors the applicability of such system across different fields

of engineering, potentially welcoming latest embedded technologies for active control.

On others hands the intrinsic property of tensegrity as self-equilibrated “mechanism”, inherently

dictates the system ability to easily integrate dynamic response, making them a perfect candidate for

all those applications requiring controlled kinetic behaviors. Comparing to other structural systems

that either require specific design to implement kinetic behaviors, or suffer in control problems to

safely and precisely maneuver throughout the intended trajectory, tensegrity are very flexible devices,

forgiving and well accustomed to be activated. We should not underestimate the complexity of the

control theory behind, that lays on complex functions describing the dynamic of the system.

Nevertheless, in our parallel research on other fields of applicability (lightweight prosthetic and

industrial robots under study for a targeted market) we are proofing with very promising results the

issue being limited in the realm of adopting alternative strategies to design and model such system. In

the case of our pavilion, for simplicity we did not implement solutions for kinetic behaviors.

We use the term biomimetics systems as representative for all those engineered apparatus that make

use of embedded means to achieve higher functionality and superior resilience imitating models,

systems, and elements of nature. We think tensegrity open up possibilities in emulating biomimetics

systems in fields such as robotics, lightweight exoskeleton and anthropomorphic prosthetic,

responsive architecture. We further picture concrete possibilities in temporary architecture -as the case

of the pavilion- or in the aerospace industry sector as implicitly suggested on the form of the pavilion.
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What we present here is intended to serve as an exemplary application -yet not exhaustive- of what we

are currently working on, exploring through the lens of a large scale project the inner potentials of

tensegrity systems.

In particular among the biggest challenges in designing of these large scale system, we found that

manufacturing and in situ-assembling of the nodal network of the arbitrary discontinuous pattern of

elements separately in tension and in compression, is the most interested aspect to investigate. With

such project we believe we addressed a simple way to control and moderate the problem's limitations

imposed by the nature itself of these system.

2.2. Design framework

2.2.1 Design inputs and modeling

We choose to design a neat form, resembling a fictional flying bird-like “machine”, or a skin-like

bridging membrane. Looking through the structural complexity of such sculpted cloud, we invite

visitors to imagine different context of applicability, envisioning potentials yet to offer.

In details, the choice of the form has being mainly inspired by the fictional flying wing -"mehve"-

imagined by Miyazaki, and the very much real Gothaer Waggonfabrik Gotha-229 (Horten IX),

German prototype fighter/bomber. The beauty of the gentle curves and the abstract aerodynamic of

the flying machine has been inspirational to commit to a challenging modeling task: achieving

elegance both with virtually no weight and using tensegrity system, commonly known for their

skewed angular outlines, not mentioning the difficulties in designing. The rich complexity of the

structural modular recurrence -broken unexpectedly- and the natural intricacy of the rigid framework

flowing along the double-curved surface of the object, beautifully breakout the potential these kind of

structures have to offer, without compromising in weight or functionality. The achieved variable

spacing -a gradient modularity toward the center and its extremities- want to recall further possibilities

in adapting the rigidity of the body to the needs of the system/design, where needed for stability or for

aesthetic appeal.

2.2.2 Construction` details and challenges

In this paper we mainly address relevant aspects of the design of the intended pavilion. A wider

discussion about problems such kind of structure suffer -and ways to numerically and physically

resolve them- have been comprehensively presented in others` work (Sultan [19]) and it will be

further discussed in future publications.

We found that one of the major difficulties is the design of joints within the network of elements. A

recurrent problem in these kind of structures and generally at the cost of weight and affordability. Via

software it would have been possible to obtain detailed information relevant for each node, and

parametrically tailoring the solution differently for every node. Regarding production, this would have

means a more expensive approach, that we tried to avoid. The nodes have been therefore standardized

to run a flexible and inexpensive production. We could have used technologies such rapid prototyping

-3D printing- to enter straightaway into a small and tailored production run, but unfortunately such

technology is far from be mature and specially affordable when confronted with requirements such as

mechanical strength and time consuming. We used alternatively low cost 3D printing to tune the node
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standardization, and testing the validity of assumptions. Later refining the optimum node

configuration for a flexible customization to local conditions, strength, manufacturing and assembly,

nonetheless lightweight design. Such rapid prototyping has given us the bases to build up set of

silicone master molds to cast a small production of parts, using industrial plastic with high strength

performance for final casts (Figure 2).

Figure 2: 3D printed masters` preparation. Silicone mold cast. Casting test and preparation.

The production of the tensional network has being automatized into a direct design-to-production

process. Because the large format of the parts and not readily available vinyl-cutters of such

dimension, the process has been partially done by hand. Drawings have been used as a base for cutting

large customized slice of PET film, then assembled with eyelets, cast nodes and the network of

compressed elements. Following the issues raised with the material film choice we were forced to

scale down the model to a 10 modules system. The exhibited pavilion therefore has been directly

constructed departing from the readily output of the vinyl-cutter available. It took 2 hours only to cut

all the 10 parts needed for the whole pavilion, using a CTO630 vinyl-cutter (Figure 3). Those

constitute therefore the whole tensional network needed for the system integrity. The compressive

network instead has been developed using off-the-shelf PVC tubes cut and shaped following the

detailed list of elements elaborated by the software. The two network of elements in compression and

tension joint in special nodes where indicated by automated construction drawings.

Figure 3: Half pavilion mounted and 5 modules assembled ready to be installed.
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As mentioned before, the nodes have been standardized and carefully designed, allowing as much as

possible free play and avoid unwanted momentum at the nodes. The pattern stability of both elements

in tension and compression is reached progressively joining one module to another. The nodes are

designed to allow certain degree of post-tuning that revealed to be not necessary at such smaller scale.

The node tuning system works lengthening the relative distance between one node to another, thanks

to an hexagonal bolt at top of the node.

Particular attention has been paid on the joint`s mechanism to safely construct and display the

suspended pavilion. We strove for solutions maximizing the degree of freedom as it would have been

in the ideal model of the nodes (Figure 4). Failures` mode appear in nodes critically undergoing

excessive strain, especially considering non ideal stresses redistribution -that is an intrinsic property of

the system- and non ideal material properties. Such situation -a deviation from the theoretical model-

affects the overall deformation and in particular the prestress function. Such non trivial issue

determines the necessity to opt for a tensional network -in our case the PET film- with improved

strength properties and reduced deformation. The initial choice of a film with thickness of 250 micron

PET has therefore not being satisfactory or even sufficient to safely display a full scale model.

Figure 4: Design process evolution and node refinement on first 5 sections of the 1:1 pavilion.

3. Findings

Summarizing, the project run through four phases. The generation of the input model; its optimization

and detailed design for what it may concern the nodes; the production, test and validation of the

details into a 1:1 partial model of the whole system. Finally the production and assembling of the

whole system.
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We found the intended design -once solved unsatisfying initial hypotheses on prior models- responded

with easy to an otherwise challenging assembling and production. Minimal costs in terms of material

and process involved in the production of the needed parts, together with post-tuning procedures -later

revealed unnecessary- resulted in a straightforward design and assembly process.

During the construction of this second full scale prototype we realized that the state of self-stress (or

pre-stress) was well suiting the construction procedure, progressively shaping the polyethylene film to

the final form intended. The absence of so called weak modes and the distribution of stresses leaved

out problems such as post tuning or worst (such as need for additional elements to avoid unwanted

rigid rotation). Unfortunately we also experienced that the area of influence of the stresses -transferred

from the compressive elements to the tensional network- is concentrated around the node, with limited

and ultimately insufficient gradient to allow the polyethylene film to avoid disruptive local

deformation. The problem could have be solved in two ways. The simplest way is to choose a film

with higher performance, and in particular doubling the thickness. The second way -less trivial- would

have been enlarge the area of influence, with the risk to compromise the general workability of the

construction process, especially where skew lines meet at the border with sudden change in curvature.

Fine tuning -even if unnecessary in this case- could have been improved modifying the node

configuration, opting for solutions that allow larger displacement. We confirm the importance to set

tuning systems at the nodes, to easy the process itself of post-tuning and to prevent or moderate

construction imprecision, human errors or material imperfections where presented.

Given our matured experience working at smaller scales in project of lightweight prosthetics and

anthropomorphic robotics, we believe future production of such structures can greatly benefit from 3D

laser sintering techniques or flexible injection molding-casting. Indeed both technique guarantee real

time customization and structural complexity otherwise unfeasible, additionally facilitating to quickly

migrate techniques and processes across projects and field`s of applicability.

4. Discussion

We understood the model suffered of problems intrinsically connected to the material choices. Yet -

for the model we exhibit- limiting the nodes` weight, and set devices to fine-tuning were motivated

choices that helped to reach a balance between the weight of elements and the pre-stress function

applied at its limit of workability. For a full scale model nonetheless further research has to be done

among viable materials with sufficient strength, and means to handle automatized production of larger

parts. A short research both in the Netherlands and Italy has highlighted a lack of off-the-shelf

polyethylene films that have proper performances and desired transparency.

We demonstrate the feasibility of the method and the free form potential can be reached with

simplicity in the construction. It took only 3 hours and no mounting struts to assemble a pavilion of

2x1x0.50 m with a total weight of 2.7 kilos. The time a model doubled in size required is close to 5

hours.

Summarizing, the modeling and the manufacturing process have become banal if compare with the

complexity a similar structure would require in current design practice. The method not only

empathize the potential of the completely automated manufacturing approach, but we believe have

shown potential in term of aesthetics and lightweight performance. In terms of weight, a comparison

of the same model built in different materials has shown unparalleled performance. A similar weight
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can be hardly reached by the lightest wood structure -balsa- at the cost of structural integrity

(aluminum alloy 34 Kg; fiberglass 28 Kg; spruce 5.7 Kg; bamboo 4.4 Kg; balsa 2.2 Kg ). We did not

consider in such comparison 3D printing technology because the current level of development is far

from equally respond to needed requirements such as size, strength, cost. Injection casting could

constitutes an option only if a requirement such as customization is out of play or sufficiently

motivated.

During the development process we understood the importance to chose solid initial hypothesis to

work with, such as the choice of shape constraints. Errors or poor judgments in such hypothesis can

drive into tedious problems with the prestress function, resulting in tensional network unable to

balance the effect of the inherent weight of the elements. In such case the overall system would work

without sufficiently redistributing the stresses, ceasing to work as proper tensegrity system. Inevitably

exceeding the limit capacity per node in adsorbing stresses, the consequence is a disruptive local

deformations at the cost of the integrity of the whole.

Cost and weight minimization have been among the priorities in the development of automated

procedures to tailor customized systems. Initially we intended rapid prototyping as expensive but

trustful means to obtain mass customization production. We avoided it for economical and practical

reasons. Based on our experience we envision the relevant role of rapid prototyping once dictated

strength performances are ensured for functional parts. Indeed injection molding and casting has

demonstrated as the most economical and competitive among others. Nevertheless, where such

technology encounter needs such as mass customization it become obsolete, slow to integrate sudden

changes, not mentioning expensive. We believe therefore, future rapid prototyping will greatly

support automated manufacturing especially for these kind of structures. In light of such event, we are

deeply committed in researching ways to embed rapid prototyping to multi-functional tensegrity

systems across disciplines.

Finally with our methodology we demonstrate intrinsic capacity to achieve arbitrary design forms.

5. Conclusion

We introduce basic knowledge and fundamental concepts to get familiar with tensegrity systems. We

understood the importance of selfstressing for the integrity of the whole system. We mention current

difficulties in design both topology and optimization, aggravated by lack of concrete means to

manufacturing and production, referring to the work of Motro, Hernàndez and Mirats, best

summarized by Sultan. We mentioned the importance in having ready-to-use toolsets, translating

design to production in real time. We briefly analyzed and discussed the hypothesis from which we

depart, the approach and methodology we adopted, with a short description of few important concepts

and basic steps to follow. Finally we presented the problems we faced, both in design and construction,

offering our insight and experience. We explaining major choices in the constructed pavilion, both in

detailing, construction, material and assembly procedures.

The results we obtained have shown the feasibility of the approach and the inherent potentials for

future structural systems. Higher complexity in tensegrity design and richness in form is possible to

obtain with ease and great improvements in assembling. The methodology didn’t requires mounting

struts for assembly (Motro) or post-process procedures particularly tedious (Sultan) with limited

complexity (Estrada, Bungartz and Mohrdiceck). Moreover it didn’t limit design controllability

(Vassart and Motro). Additional tuning procedures eventually stiffen already self-stressed and self
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equilibrated systems. Imprecision in fabrication was limited and easily compensated by tuning device

-predisposed at the nodes- that easily adjusts elements` length.

The pavilion demonstrate the concrete possibility to transit toward complex and lightweight system in

next generation structural systems.

Yet, observable weakness and further developments are needed especially where the process of

manufacturing encounter the necessity to construct large scale system. Such limitation come from a

manufacturing stand point of view, depending indeed from the current availability of large size cutter

able to automate the production of the tensional network.

Scarcity of integrated methods to form find and optimize new topologies lays on difficulties to resolve

multi-parameters tasks. An innovative methodology of form finding combined with latest techniques

to manufacturing customized designs in real time, allows to create innovative non-standard tensegrity

systems. Greater flexibility in design results in a more competitive use of tensegrity system as

concrete structural alternative. We therefore consider tensegrity an unparalleled structural system for

excellence, with a great future ahead.
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